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Editorial
The clocks have changed and so too has the Straggler race
competition. With the Ellis/Dysart trophies, last weekend brought to
a close the Winter Grand Prix. In less than two weeks, the sold-out
Towpath 10 marks the start of another Summer Grand Prix.
Created last season, our Summer Grand Prix takes many of the road
races long-enjoyed by Stragglers, adding to them a series of mobmatches and, to create that extra competitive edge, a number of club
championships. Full listings are at the end of this issue.
We reflect on the cross-country season, one which has seen success
across all areas of the club. Excellent work done by Simon Brazil,
Malcolm Davies, Kev Best, Helene Hill, Jon Parry, Donovan Duffy
and Maddie Garner in getting runners out in so many fixtures.
The April issue of Stragmag has a deadline of Thursday 25th. Good
luck to all those running marathons in the coming weeks. Please let
us know how you get on and we can include in either April or May’s
issue.
Simon Webb Stragmag@stragglers.org
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Stragglers News
April sees the start of our summer race calendar, with both the
Summer Grand Prix and Stragglers and Ranelagh Junior Running
Group beginning.
At the end of this issue is a summer fixtures guide. Since the last
issue of Stragmag, the Elmore 7 has been dropped from the schedule
as its date is now the same weekend as the Elmbridge 10k.
The Hawker Centre will host the first Junior Running Group event
on Thursday April 25. The other venues being used this year are:
Ranelagh clubhouse, behind Dysart pub, 135 Petersham Road,
Richmond TW10 7AA, and, Russell School, Petersham Road,
Petersham, TW10 7AH, opposite the Fox and Duck Pub
The date has been confirmed for this year’s River Relay. Sunday
September 8th will see teams – close to 80 in 2018 – complete the
five-stage, marathon-distance race from Boveney Church near
Windsor to the Hawker Centre.
Team recruitment will begin later in the summer and for now we’re
keen for expressions of interest in supporting Race Director Peter
Wedderburn organising what is yet another major event on the
Straggler calendar.
Half Marathon results:
Fleet: Jim Desmond 1:28:45, Rebecca Main 1:32:35 and Claire
Graham 1:33:18
London Landmarks: Ian Peggs (first
M50) 1:27 and Wendy Stokes with a
personal best 1:57.
Wilmslow: Kevin Price 1:32:42 and
Julie Holmes with a personal best
performance of 1:43:44
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Meanwhile earlier this month Malcolm
and Helen Davies headed to Belfast to take
part in the British Masters cross-country,
with Helen returning with W45 bronze.
Congratulations to Jim Sell who recently
reached a parkrun milestone. It’s not just
that he completed his 100th run, but at the
same time he has completed 100 funnel
management volunteer duties, an excellent
effort!

Straggler Ladies Return to Division
1
The final Ladies Surrey League race took place at Lloyd Park on
Saturday 2 March 2019. This was never going to be as straight
forward as predicted and our standing at the top of the division 2
table did nothing to reassure me that we would be able to stop
Woking from taking the spoils, my concerns had turned to expecting
a big challenge from Ful-On-Tri. It is no exaggeration to say that our
ladies’ team out performed themselves right through the field in
order to secure third place, only 8 points adrift of FOT and in doing
so, clinched 2nd place in the table overall.
Running through our ladies performances reads as follows:Sophie Biggs - 4 Races: Finished 3rd on the day and a fantastic 3rd
individual overall for the season. Sophie was hoping for a day off
due to a very important swimming event in the afternoon and she
was also looking forward to running the Middlesex Vets Champs the
following day where she would have been amongst the top prizes.
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But after just a little persuasion she relented luckily for us and
turned up just in time, probably after a morning jog with the dog
and then parking her car on double yellows by the course. Sophie set
off in determined style, fast and furious and hot on the heels of the
eventual winner Paula Rutherford from FOT. Paula is in great form
at the minute so Sophie had to battle for 2nd place with Stevie
Lawrence, Stevie had beaten Sophie by almost a minute in match 2.
Sophie was eventually run out of it by Stevie, only by seconds, after
putting in a tremendous performance and showing great courage
and determination. Thanks Sophie.
Juliet Cleghorn - 4 Races: Finished 12th overall on the day, 1st over
50 and a brilliant 1st over 50 overall. Juliet ran exceptionally well,
it was probably in the back of her mind that last time out she fell
and broke her glasses leaving her to struggle home, when most
would have gone home, in 34th position. No repeat performance
today as she produced an outstanding performance, showing all her
experience, to finish in her highest position of the season and
gaining valuable points for the team. Thanks Juliet.
Heidi Russenberger - 2 Races: Finished 16th on the day. This was
Heidi's 1st race back having injured her foot back in October during
the first race of the season. After a long period of rest and a
tentative return to training we were lucky that Heidi felt able to
run, even though it was off only a small amount of training. There
was no pressure on Heidi to run and a steady run without risk would
have done the trick, well if that's a steady run Heidi I cant wait to
see next seasons performances. Thanks Heidi.
Eliza Hawthorn - 2 Races: Finished 25th on the day, and made the
scoring 5 for the first time. Eliza is fairly new to the club and is
making good progress as one of our better senior runners. Eliza
trains hard and is a regular attender at hill sessions and Riverside
Drive, one to watch for the future - next season. Thanks Eliza.
Liz Fraser - 4 Races: Finished 32nd on the day, and made the
scoring 5 for the first time. Liz is another new member to the team
and this was her best performance of 4 and showing again that the
Straggler Ladies have good improving seniors to back up our
experienced team members. Liz backed this performance up with a
43-minute 10k the following day. Liz is also a regular attender at
training sessions and enjoys the hill training. Thanks Liz.
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Our B team not to be outdone by the A team, finished in 12th
position overall on the day and 3rd B team. Finishing the season in
8th overall and 2nd B team. Brilliant running by the B team which
gave us the depth to step up when we really needed some big
performances. Very difficult to score consistently well with just an A
team and we proved just how important our B team runners are. So
a big well done to:Alexis Prince - 2 Races: Finished 42nd and 6th Straggler.
Patricia Ronksley - 3 Races: Finished 54th and 7th Straggler.
Julie Howarth - 2 Races: Finished 74th and 8th Straggler.
Ramona Thevenet - 3 Races: Finished 80th and 9th Straggler.
Mary Hyde - 4 Races: Finished 109 and 10th Straggler.
Supporting our A and B team were:
Sue Waters - 1 Race: Finished 124th and 11th Straggler.
Mirella Genziani - 4 Races: Finished 147th and 12th Straggler.
Venessa Lok - 2 Races: Finished 165th and 13th Straggler.
Chrissie Glew - 3 Races: Finished 167th and 14th Straggler.
Chrissie was 5th overall in the 60+category!
Many thanks to you all over the season for making the effort and
getting your shoes dirty.
Kev Best, Ladies Team Manager
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Stragglers Veterans Team Report
Autumn/Winter 2018/19
Having been freed up from my role as men’s captain this year has
enabled me to focus more fully on veteran team competition for the
2018/19 season. This has proved to be very rewarding, with more
Stragglers than ever representing the club in ‘Vet’ Teams. Over the
course of the Autumn and Winter Season we have had well over 100
appearances from Stragglers across the 5 races we have targeted, in
an action-packed year.
So overall how did we do? Kicking off in September we fielded 14
Stragglers at the Surrey County 5K Road Relays in Wimbledon and
we were able to put out M40, M50, L35 and L45 teams in this one.
For the men it was ‘close but no cigar’ on the medals with the M50
team missing out on bronze by a couple of seconds. The ladies,
however, were able to hit the medal rostrum in fine style. The L45
team of three led out by Patricia Ronksley (20:10), Dee Smale (19:50)
and Phyllis Flynn (20:19) were only to be denied gold by a very
strong South London Harriers team and came away delighted with
their silver medals.

Straggler Vets at Wimbledon
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A week later came the Southern Road Relays held at the former
national stadium at Crystal Palace. A very impressive Straggler
team of 28 made this trip to test themselves against the best in the
South of England. Like the Surrey Road Relays this was a
significantly higher participation than the previous year with two
complete M40, M50 teams, an M60 team and two L 40 teams all
turning up. This time it was the Ladies turn to come agonisingly
close to a bronze medal with the L40 ‘A’ team coming 4th against
extremely strong competition.

Julie Haworth on track at Crystal Palace

The highlight of October was the Surrey Masters Cross Country
Championships in Richmond Park. Continuing the theme of
increasing enthusiasm for competition, the Stragglers ended up with
31 finishers with M40, M50 and M60 teams all being fielded
together with L35 and L45 teams. The ladies in particular
performed very well with the F35 team in 4th place but the F45
team bagging team silver with Juliet Cleghorn, Phyllis Flynn and
Patricia Ronksley making up the scoring three was the ‘icing on the
cake’. In addition, Juliet and Phyllis picked up individual F50 and
F55 Silver medals for their troubles.
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Stragglers Enjoying October Winter Sun

On December 8, 26 Stragglers made the trip to the Southern
Masters XC Championships in Oxford, perhaps our best showing to
date. The objective of this one was to ‘test our vets against the best
in the South of England’. This excellent participation from both the
men and ladies meant we were able to have complete M40, M50 and
M60, L40, L50 and L60 teams, the only club in the South of England
Champs to do so.
I had high hopes for the L50 team and they didn’t disappoint with
Liz Killip, Dee Smale and Phyllis Flynn making up the first scoring
3 in this race and grabbing the Southern Masters Bronze medal and
in addition Liz grabbing an individual Southern masters Silver
medal in the L55 category. The L40s, however, were not to be out
done. Sophie Biggs had a storming run to finish 4th overall in the
race and win an individual Southern Masters Silver medal in her
age category. Clare Graham and Helen Davies the other L40s
decided to have their own private battle with Helen just pipping
Clare near the line and with both of them exceeding their
expectations, managed to make up an L40 bronze winning team with
Sophie, a great result.
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Overall the first 3 Straggler ladies over the line Sophie, Liz and Dee
constituted the third placed team across all the age categories,
another great achievement.

Straggler Vet Ladies showing the way at Oxford

Last, but not least, were the Middlesex Masters Cross Country
Championships held in Trent Park at the start of March. Maybe
because this was towards the end of the cross-country season, the
best had been saved until last, with 13 Stragglers braving wet and
windy conditions, deep mud and a couple of ditches to get round the
challenging course. A special mention to Sally Boulton who bagged
the F65 winner medal and Les Brown now competing as an M80
making light work of the course.
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Straggler Middlesex Vets at Trent Park

The position of a nominated veteran team captain is a new one for
the club. It’s been one of the most challenging I’ve done but also one
of the most rewarding. All of these events require getting teams
together with some targeting (and sometimes with a bit of gentle
arm twisting!) and submitting entries, sometimes many weeks in
advance (rather than just rocking up on the day!). So a healthy
paranoia about closing dates and not missing anyone is required
given the numbers involved.
As I’ve hopefully illustrated though, with 112 appearances from
Stragglers over the 5 events and with medal success at 4 out of 5 of
those events, there is significant potential to take this further with
other events in the future and I would encourage anyone with an
interest in this part of the club to come forward and get involved.
Lastly thank you to everyone who has run in a Stragglers Vets Team
this season, I hope you’ve all enjoyed it as much as me!
Malcolm Davies Stragglers RC Veterans Team Captain
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Leatherhead Fire Station 10k
At one time a popular race with Stragglers, this race has been
resurrected in 2019, with eleven Straggs taking part.
Congratulations to
Rowena Stent (first
in her age group)
and to Ian
Robertson (first
Straggler home)
who achieved a
personal best
performance of
44:38. Extra special mention though to Merran &
Jim Sell who finished the race as the sole representatives of the V70
category. In Jim’s own words: “If I wore a toupee, which I most
definitely do not, it would almost certainly have blown off!”
Anne Woods tells us “They plan to hold it again next year. It’s such a
great event and in a good cause. And great cakes!”
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Wymondham 20 report
Since 2013 Stragglers have made annual trips to Wymondham, a
small market town a few miles from Norwich, to take on the 20-mile
race organised by local running club Wymondham AC. We’ve long
enjoyed races in the county, not least the Round Norfolk Relay, and
the relocation of former Straggler chair and treasurer Andrew Lane
has made this a must-run race. Andrew, who remains a second claim
Straggler, is now race director of this popular local event, targeted at
spring marathoners.
Wymondham Abbey is a prominent local landmark, completed in
1130. Part ruin, part active church it remains as one of the oldest
buildings in the town. Much was destroyed in a significant fire in
1615, including the town hall and market cross, but the Green
Dragon pub survived. The Great Norfolk Pub Guide Says that “The
Green Dragon’s refurb is refreshing because it has brought a
gorgeous medieval haunt bang up to date by taking it right back in
time – to the 14th century when its life as a working tavern began.
Time has been taken to preserve and showcase the wobbly walls, the
history etched into every nook and cranny, and even the scorch
marks left by Wymondham’s Great Fire.”
And it is a pub much-enjoyed by those visiting from South West
London for pre-race fuel. Luckily the 20-miler’s start is before the
pub opens on the Sunday morning as we run past its door in the first
mile. Gathering in the market square, we’re sent off on a lap of the
town centre, before heading out past the abbey for two 8-mile laps of
gently undulating rural roads.
The four Straggler competitors had
excellent runs for a variety of reasons,
with all in the top 100 out of 400.
Finishing 35th Malcolm Davies clocked
2:23:37, meaning he’s definitely ready for
another marathon attempt. Next in 75th
place, Simon Webb had an important
confidence boosting run ahead of Brighton
Marathon. His time of 2:34:55 showing
ambitions of breaking 3:30 in a couple of
weeks is realistic, despite illness meaning
the marathon training didn’t begin until
February. The unfamiliar face guiding in the photo is Sam, a
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Wymondham runner who guided for the first time last year for a
personal best run of 2:28.
The headlines though are taken by Helen Davies and Simon Brazil.
Separated by 13 seconds in 93rd and 94th place, Helen completed
her first ever race at a distance over half marathon – 2:38:31. The
last time Simon ran more than 20 miles was guiding Simon Webb in
the London Marathon in 2011. He spent the previous evening telling
anyone who’d listen that he wouldn’t complete the distance in under
three hours. None of us believed him and 2:38:44 is a hugely
impressive performance.
Another reason to visit this race is the vast quantity of cake on offer
at the finish. They didn’t disappoint in 2019. Understandably the
popularity of this race is rising, with this year a sell out by end of
January. The course is ideal for a pre-marathon test with two laps
and regular water stations, meaning pace and gel plans can be tried
out in a race environment.
A 2020 return is almost certain to happen.
Simon Webb

The SRJRG (Stragglers and
Ranelagh Junior Running Group)
The 2019 Season will begin on Thursday 26th April. We are very
pleased to welcome 26.2 Running Club to our team of organisers for
these events. Already Michael Street has made some very
constructive comments so his continued help will be much
appreciated.
Last year we were one of this region’s (South East) winners and we
were awarded some money by Skipton Grass Roots Giving to help us
to improve the efficiency of the events and to encourage and spread
the word to the wider, local community to encourage Minis from 2-4
years and Juniors from 5-15 years to come and take part in the
summer events. ALL COMERS and ALL ABILITIES are welcome so
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spread the word to friends and family. (Unfortunately our courses
are not able to take wheelchairs).
Our plan for this coming year is to:
* Invest in technology to make registration, timing and results more
efficient.
* Consolidate our pattern of events with 3 venues (Hawker Centre,
Ranelagh’s Club House and the Russell School), which helps to raise
our profile in the local community.
* Make our courses safer and more accessible with improved layout,
marking and signage.
* Continue to spread information in our local community about our
events to encourage participation by even more children to run as
individuals or school or club teams.
If you haven’t already taken part in these events then please go here
to register for parkrun, download your parkrun barcode then go
here to the next stage to register with the SRJRG Handicap Events.
Complete the Parental/Guardian Consent Form and either send it as
an attachment to Merran Sell as set out on the web page or bring it
with you to the first event.
If you have already got a parkrun barcode then skip this step and go
straight to the form to register with the SRJRG events.
However, if you have run previously then you DON'T need to
register as set out above, just turn up on Thursday 26th April at
6.50 p.m. at the Hawker Centre.
We'll look forward to seeing you and if everyone has pre-registered
then the registration should go very quickly.

Merran, Sue, Simon, Colin, Maia, Mike, Bert, Helen, Michael
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Stragglers Retain Dysart Trophy
Squeezing one more race in before the clocks went forward, the
cross-country season concluded with the Ellis Cup and Dysart
Trophy races in Richmond Park on Saturday March 30. There was a
feeling of familiarity as, just like the opening Surrey League men’s
fixture co-hosted by Stragglers and Ranelagh in Richmond Park, we
were treated to warm, sunny conditions and not a hint of mud
underfoot. Quite a difference from a year ago when this fixture was
cancelled due to the Beast from the East.
With Stragglers the title holders – from two years ago – in the
Dysart Trophy, two of the Surrey League’s star performers Sarah
Kinsella and Sophie Biggs led the charge for victory. With five to
score they were supported by debutant Marleen Renders, Liz Fraser
and Mary Hyde.
In the men’s competition – Ellis Cup – we were just 1 point short of
victory with Ranelagh taking the title by 149 points to 150. With 10
to score the Stragglers were led by an excellent third place from Olly
Garner, the other scorers being Pete Gregorowski, Charlie Jeffrey,
Crispin Allen, Alastair Hall, Donovan Duffy, Ian Knight, Roy
Reeder, Tom Poole and Ted Fraser.
Simon Webb
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Future Races
Below is a list of all fixtures the club will be taking part in across the
summer, plus a few extra events you may like to enter. Fixtures
which make up the Summer Grand Prix are indicated with SGP.
This list also includes a reminder of all junior events as part of the
Stragglers and Ranelagh Junior Running Group, referred to below
as SRJRG.

April:
• Sunday 7: Paddock Wood Half Marathon
• Sunday 14: Thames Towpath 10 (SGP - this race is now sold
out)
• Thursday 25: SRJRG – Hawker Centre
• Saturday 27: Mob match v Sutton Runners (SGP – club) –
Bushy parkrun
• Sunday 28: London Marathon – a great day out for supporting
Stragglers and other competitors

May:
• Sunday 5: Ranelagh Richmond Half Marathon and Club
Championship Race (SGP)
• Sunday 12: Staines 10k
• Thursday 16: SRJRG – Ranelagh hosted
• 18-19: Green Belt Relay
• Saturday 25: Mob Match v Wimbledon Windmilers (SGP) –
Wimbledon Common parkrun
• Sunday 26: London Westminster Mile
• Monday 27: London Vitality 10k
• Thursday 30: Stragglers 5K Handicap – Hawker Centre, using
Kingston parkrun course

June:
• Sunday 2: Dorking 10
• Thursday 6: SRJRG – Russel School Petersham
• Sunday 16: Ranelagh Richmond 10k (SGP)
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• Thursday 20: Stragglers Club 10k Championships (SGP) –
Hawker Centre
• Sunday 23: Harry Hawks 10 miles and Ditton 10k
• Thursday 27: SRJRG – Hawker Centre
• Saturday 29: Mob Match v Ranelagh (SGP) – Bushy parkrun

July:
•
•
•
•

Sunday 7: Claygate Country 5 (SGP)
Thursday 11: SRJRG - Ranelagh
Sunday 21: Elmbridge 10k (SGP)
Friday 26: Wedding Day 7k (SGP)

August:
• Sunday 11: Wimbledon 5k (SGP)
• Thursday 29: SRJRG – Hawker Centre

September:

• Sunday 8: Stragglers River Relay

Team contacts:
Simon Brazil – simonbrazil@hotmail.co.uk
Helene Hill – Helene.hill@btinternet.com
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